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SDB 57th ANNUAL MEETING
Stanford University, Palo Alto, California
June 20–25, 1998
Saturday, June 20
12:00 pm–7:00 pm Registration
7:30 pm–9:00 pm President’s Symposium: Three Kingdoms
Chair: Matthew Scott
7:30 pm Asymmetric division and cell fate
Richard Losick
8:00 pm The evolution of plant form: Examples from maize
John Doebley
8:30 pm Regulation and functions of the neural crest
Nicole Le Douarin
9:00 pm Opening Reception
Sunday June 21
8:00 am–5:00 pm Registration
8:30 am–12:00 pm Plenary Session 1: Starting Off Right
Six 25-min talks, each with 5 min for questions, and a 30-min
break
8:30 am Mutants that affect early axis determination in the mouse
embryo
Chair: Kathryn Anderson
9:00 am 1 The role of enhancer of cyclops during gastrulation in
zebrafish
William Talbot
9:30 am Structure and function of germline cysts
Allan Spradling
10:00 am Break
10:30 am 2 TGFb signaling and anterior patterning in the mouse
Elizabeth Robertson
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11:00 am Signaling centers in the gastrulating mouse embryo
Janet Rossant
11:30 am 3 Relationship between cell fate and axial development in the
mouse egg and early embryo
Magdalena Zernicka-Goetz
12:00 pm–2:30 pm Poster Session I
With lunch options and exhibits
Presenting authors of odd number boards at posters for the
first 2 hours
Education
60 B1 How to create a poster that graphically communicates your message
K.W. Tosney
Gene Expression
61 B2 Multiple mechanisms regulate imprinting of the distal chromosome 7 gene cluster
T. Caspary, M.A. Cleary, C.C. Baker, X.-J. Guan and S.M. Tilghman
62 B3 Enhancer competition on mouse chromosome 7: How does H19 gain its advantage on the maternal chromosome?
A.T. Hark, C.J. Schoenherr, R.S. Ingram and S.M. Tilgham
63 B4 Genetic control of the nodal locus
D. Norris and E. Robertson
64 B5 High-mobility group proteins 14 and 17 are required for normal temporal progression of early mouse
embryogenesis
O.A. Mohamed, M. Bustin and H.J. Clarke
65 B6 Regulation of gene expression by specific retinoic acid receptors during mouse development
D. Allan and D. Lohnes
66 B7 Characterization of novel genes expressed in the murine embryonic cardiovascular system
G.E. Lyons, B.J. Swanson, B. Micales and Y. Lee
67 B8 Molecular cloning and chromosomal mapping of elf3, a 200-kD b-spectrin in mouse liver development
T. Cai, P. Yu, S.P.S. Monga, B. Mishra and L. Mishra
68 B9 In vivo functions of liver-specific TGF-b superfamily members
A.L. Lau, Q. Guo, J. Bonadio and M.M. Matzuk
69 B10 Tissue specific expression of the murine Tlx3 during embryonic development
S.H. Cheng, R. Mo and C.-c. Hui
70 B11 B- and Z-DNA in the embryonic mouse lens fibers
C. Gagna, M. Robinson, H. Kou and W. Lambert
71 B12 Identification of chondrocyte-specific regulatory elements in the Hoxc-8 promoter
S. Cormier-Regard, C.H. Rundle and C. Kappen
72 B13 Obtaining and characterizing the full-length cDNA of a gene up-regulated during the programmed cell death
(PCD) of developing sympathetic rat neurons
M.R. Quail and A.J. DiBenedetto
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73 B14 A novel TFIID component regulates stage and tissue specific expression of spermatid differentiation
M.A. Hiller, T.-Y. Lin, H. White-Cooper, S. Marino, A. MacQueen, B.T. Wakimoto and M.T. Fuller
74 B15 Identification of the functional promoter of Sry gene
M. Xian, J. Zhang and Y. Chris Lau
75 B16 The murine Hoxb1 39 RAIDR5 enhancer contains multiple regulatory elements
J.R. Thompson, D.Y. Huang and L.J. Gudas
76 B17 Distinct but overlapping transcriptional mechanisms regulate MyoD gene activation in myotomal and limb
skeletal muscle lineages
D.J. Goldhamer, C.M. Love and K.L. Kucharczuk
77 B18 Pax3 blocks the repressor activity and biological actions of MSX1
A. Bendall, G. Hu, M.M. Shen and C. Abate-Shen
78 B19 Regulation of the neural bHLH transcription factor, MATH1
A.W. Helms and J.E. Johnson
79 B20 Transcriptional regulation of the neural-specific gene GAP-43 by basic helix-loop-helix proteins during neuronal
development
M.N. Uittenbogaard and A. Chiaramello
80 B21 Molecular cloning and regulation of avian fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1) gene expression during
skeletal muscle development
S. Patel, P.E. Funk and J.X. DiMario
81 B22 ZNF 6, a quail zinc finger gene expressed in ectoderm and ectoderm derived tissues
M. Barembaum and M. Bronner-Fraser
82 B23 Cloning and expression of avian Smad1, a cytoplasmic BMP signalling mediator, during chick embryonic
development
A.H. Monsoro-Burq and N. Le Douarin
83 B24 Expression of stem-loop binding protein in murine oocytes and embryos
M. Champigny, Z. Wang, W. Marzluff and H. Clarke
84 B25 c-mos and cdc2 cooperate in the translational activation of fibroblast growth factor-1 during Xenopus oocyte
maturation
P.A. Culp and T.J. Musci
85 B26 Xenopus RVP is an animally expressed gene that encodes a transmembrane receptor
B. Brizuela, O. Wessely, D. Giessert and E.M. De Robertis
86 B27 Functional knockout of the Spemann organizer specific gene XLIM-1 using a dominant interfering construct
A. Karavanov, L. Kodjabachian, T. Aoki, H. Hikasa, M. Taira and I. Dawid
87 B28 Xenopus nuclear factor 7 (XNF7) function is required for expression of specific genes in the mid-blastula embryo
H.M. El-Hodiri and L.D. Etkin
88 B29 Identification of a new family TGF-b antagonists
D.R. Hsu, A.N. Economides, X. Wang, P.M. Eimon and R.M. Harland
89 B30 Molecular and functional characterization of XFLIP, a maternal member of the forkhead/winged helix family with
mesoderm-inducing ability
S.A. Sullivan, M. Jamrich and S.A. Moody
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90 B31 Molecular dissection of vascular development in Xenopus laevis
W.L. Ribeiro, A.M. Kraemer, B. Kuppusami, L.E. Park and M.S. Saha
91 B32 Tissue-specific in vivo protein-DNA interactions at the promoter region of the 63kd keratin gene during
metamorphosis
D. Warshawsky and L. Miller
92 B33 Identification of early response genes during Urodele limb regeneration
R. Kittappa and H. Simon
93 B34 Expression of three zebrafish Rx genes in the developing eye
J.C. Chuang, P.H. Mathers and P.A. Raymond
94 B35 Silurana (xenopus) tropicalis: a new amphibian model for vertebrate developmental genetics
Z.L. Shook, D. Hirsch, N. Offield, M. Curran, K. Keller and R. Grainger
95 B36 Organisation of the gene Spfkh1
E.S. David, N.H. Luke and B.T. Livingston
96 B37 Examining gene function in Caenorhabditis elegans embryos using RNA interference
C.A. Shelton and B. Bowerman
97 B38 grauzone: a Drosophila gene essential for the completion of female meiosis and translational regulation of bicoid
mRNA
B. Chen, E. Harms, J. Peter Gergen and S. Strickland
98 B39 Accumulation of coactivator p300 results in transcriptional repression of undifferentiated F9 embryonal
carcinoma cells
M. Ota, K. Eto, Y. Ninomiya and M.A. Ikeda
99 B40 Characterization of a novel murine gene that is related to human E1A C-terminal binding protein
J. Shambaugh, B.J. Swanson and G.E. Lyons
100 B41 A retroviral vector system containing a tet-inducible marker allows rapid selection of cells displaying tet-
responsive human growth hormone expression
A.M. Kringstein, F.M.V. Rossi and H.M. Blau
101 B42 Functional analyses untranslated regions of mammalian mRNAs using tetracyline regulatable retroviruses
A. Spicher, O.M. Guicherit, N.G. Turner, L. Duret and H.M. Blau
102 B43 A large scale in situ hybridization system using an equalized cDNA library: An approach to identify cDNAs
whose mRNAs are differentially expressed in intestinal tissues
T. Komiya, Y. Tanigawa and S. Hirohashi
103 B44 Gene expression information resource for mouse development
D. Begley, R. Baldock, J. Bard, D. Davidson, G. Davis, J.T. Eppig, K.S. Frazer, P.S. Johnson, J. Kadin, M. Kaufman,
M. Mangan, R. Palazola, J. Richardson, L. Trepanier and M. Ringwald
Cell Lineage and Cell Fate
104 B45 Anterior/posterior fate decisions in C. elegans embryos
R.J. Hill, R. Lin, and J.R. Priess
105 B46 Repression of the endodermal cell fate during C. elegans embryogenesis
K. Mickey and J. Priess
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106 B47 Mosaic analysis reveals a lineage relationship among specialized follicle cells of the Drosophila ovary
M. Tworoger. Z. Bryant, M. Keller Larkin and H. Ruohola-Baker
107 B48 hopscotch Janus kinase signaling and maintenance of germ line stem cell self-renewal
A.A. Kiger and M.T. Fuller
108 B49 The role of signaling in the maintenance of the anterior-posterior lineage compartment boundary in the
developing wing of Drosophila
S. Blair and A. Ralston
109 B50 Characterization of adirondack (adk), a modifier of the Notch signaling pathway
E.M. Verheyen and S. Artavanis-Tsakonas
110 B51 Sea urchin twist -mesodermal specification and more?
W. Weng, J. Cheetham, J. Hardin and J.M. Venuti
111 B52 Developmental regulation of catecholamine levels during sea urchin embryogenesis
K. Anitole and K. Brown
112 B53 Analysis of micromere cell lineages in leech
F.Z. Huang and D.A. Weisblat
113 B54 Functional analyses of two germ plasm specific RNAs in Xenopus
M.L. King, D. Houston, H. MacArthur and I. Pfeifer
114 B55 Intermixing of cortical and deep cytoplasm affects dorsal fate of cleavage stage blastomeres in Xenopus
S. Huang and H.Z.P. Wang
115 B56 Elucidating the origins of the vascular system
K. Rael Mills and M.S. Saha
116 B57 BMPs play an inhibitory role early in the cardiac myogenesis pathway in the avian embryo
A.N. Ladd, T.A. Yatskievych and P.B. Antin
117 B58 Cell-cell contact increases apoptosis of a neurogenic subpopulation of avian neural crest cells
T. Maynard and J. Weston
118 B59 Signaling pathways involved in neural crest cell fate manipulation
L. Mohammad-Zadeh, N. Slawny, Y. Evrard and B. Holton
119 B60 Molecular characterization of neural crest cell related malformations in the patch mutant mouse
E.D. Dickman and S.J. Conway
120 B61 Control of neural crest cell fate by the Wnt signaling pathway
R.I. Dorsky, J. Yang-Snyder, R.T. Moon and D.W. Raible
121 B62 nacre, a gene required for melanophore development in zebrafish
J.A. Lister, C. Robertson, T. Lepage, J. Ungos and D.W. Raible
122 B63 Cell death differentially regulates neural stem cell behaviour in the mammalian adult versus embryonic nervous
systems
C.M. Morshead, V. Tropepe and D. van der Kooy
123 B64 FGF2-responsive neural stem cells are lineage precursors of EGF-responsive neural stem cells during forebrain
development
V. Tropepe, B.G. Ciruna, J.Rossant and D. der Kooy
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124 B65 Ventrally emigrating neural tube cells give rise to muscle, cartilage and epithelial cells in craniofacial region
G.S. Sohal
125 B66 Contribution of foregut endoderm to tooth initiation in rat embryos
G.H. Imai, K. Aoto, T. Iimura, M. Ikeda and K. Eto
126 B67 Increased pancreatic endocrine cell differentiation in HES-1 null mutant mice causes severe pancreatic
hypoplasia
J. Jensen, P. Galante, P. Serup, M. Ishibashi, R. Kagayama and O.D. Madsen
127 B68 Sertoli cells of the mouse testis originate from the coelomic epithelium
J. Karl and B. Capel
128 B69 Fate mapping of cells expressing wnt-1 in the mouse embryo using a Cre-LoxP driven cell marking system
S.K. Michael, D.H. Rowitch, A.P. McMahon and E.J. Robertson
129 B70 Chimeric analysis of epidermal growth factor receptor null cells during embryogenesis
K.E. Strunk and D.W. Threadgill
130 B71 Commitment and differentiation of keratin 15 (K15) positive epidermal progenitors from epidermal stem cells in
vitro
K. Turksen and T-C. Troy
Patterning
131 B72 Kinetic theory of pattern formation applied to plants and animals: A few examples
L.G. Harrison
132 B73 Algal morphogenesis: modelling interspecific variation in Micrasterias with reaction-diffusion patterned
catalysis of cell surface growth
D.M. Holloway and L.G. Harrison
133 B74 Regulation of cell fusion in C. Elegans
S. Alper and C. Kenyon
134 B75 PCK-dependent positioning of septin-like filaments during regeneration in a ciliate Paraurostyla weissei
M. Jerka-Dziadosz, W. Krawczynska and K. Muszynska
135 B76 Calcium-modulated contraction of a microfilament network in the animal hemisphere cortex may drive
ooplasmic segregation in zebrafish zygotes
C.F. Leung, S.E. Webb and A.L. Miller
136 B77 Roles of retinoid metabolism during development
E.C. Swindell, C. Thaller, M. Petkovich, S. Sockanathan, T.M. Jessell and G. Eichele
137 B78 Wnt signaling is required for gastrulation and aboral ectoderm formation in the sea urchin embryo
A.H. Wikramanayake, L. Huang, S. Dayal and W. Klein
138 B79 XIP3-5, a novel gene that may function in the differentiation of the ectoderm
C. Wu, H. Nakamura, A.P. Chan, T. Cao and L.D. Etkin
139 B80 Molecular dissection of the omb regulatory region
R. Sivasankaran and Konrad Basler
140 B81 Proteolytic activation of BMP-4 by furin and PC6 in vivo
Y. Cui, F. Jean, G. Thomas and J.L. Christian
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141 B82 Cloning and characterization of a novel axin-related gene
T. Zhang, L. Zeng, F. Fagotto
142 B83 Generation of deletions of wnt and wnt-pathway genes in zebrafish
A.C. Lekven, K.A. Helde, R. Rooke, C. Winkler and R.T. Moon
143 B84 Antagonist-mediated inactivation strategy for determining endothelin type A receptor functions in the chick
embryo
H. Kempf, P. Corval and J.M. Gasc
144 B85 PROX1 function is required during murine cellular differentiation
G. Oliver, J. Wigle, P. Gruss and B. Sosa-Pineda
145 B86 Analysis of Indian hedgehog expression during early mouse embryonic development
P. Maye, S. Becker, L. Lock, T. Zanders, S. Shah and L. Grabel
146 B87 Redundant functions of BMP 5 & BMP 7 during early mouse development
M.J. Solloway, A.T. Dudley, and E.J. Robertson
147 B88 The mouse cerberus-like gene family: expression and BMP inhibition
J.J.H. Pearce and J. Rossant
148 B89 Tissue specific gene inactivation of bone morphogenetic protein 4 in mice
H. Kulessa, M. Weaver, A. Davis, J. Marth and B. Hogan
149 B90 Evidence for positional signaling by BMP-2 in the chick limb bud
J. Revelli, C. Thaller and G. EicheleY
150 B91 Developmental interactions between the ectodermal-defect limb mutations eudiplopodia and limbless in the
chicken embryo
J.M. Pisenti and U.K. Abbott
151 B92 Universality of combined morphogen action for the limb axes formation in vertebrates and insects
S. Papageorgiou and Y. Almirantis
152 B93 Balance of hedgehog and patched required for proper limb patterning
L. Milenkovic, L.V. Goodrich and M.P. Scott
153 B94 Targeted disruption of lmx1b reveals its multiple functions in limb and mid-hindbrain development
H. Chen, Y. Lun, D. Ovchinnikov, L. Gan, J.A. GoldenY and R.L. Johnson
154 B95 Wnts antagonize shh-mediated ventralization in neural plate explants
C. Robertson and H. Roelink
155 B96 Reduction of sonic hedgehog signaling results in cell death in the neural tube and branchial arches
S.C. Ahlgren and M. Bronner-Fraser
156 B97 Hoxa-2 restricts the chondrogenic domain and inhibits bone formation during development of the branchial area
M. Mallo, B. Kanzler, Y. Liu and S.J. Kuschert
157 B98 Regulation of cartilage differentiation by homeobox gene Hoxc-8
D.P. Gardner, Y. Gloria Yueh and C. Kappen
158 B99 A role for chordin in skeletogenesis
S. Fisher, V. MilleruBertoglio and M. Halpern
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159 B100 Molecular consequences of a Hoxa13 mutation in Hypodactyly mice
L.C. Post and J.W. Innis
160 B101 Ectopic expression of cdx-4 in chimeric mice
D.M. Boucher, M.L. Flannery, J.J. Meneses and R.A. Pedersen
161 B102 Epithelial/mesenchymal interactions in the development of the vertebrate hindgut, role of Hoxd13 in large
intestinal epithelial differentiation
D.J. Roberts, D. Smith, D. Goff, and C. Tabin
162 B103 Tissue patterning of the tail bud mesenchyme
D.C. Goldman , G.R. Martin and P.P.L. Tam
163 B104 Developmental patterning in the C. elegans tail: A genetic pathway involving the Pax gene egl-38
H.M. Chamberlin and J.H. Thomas
164 B105 swirl, snailhouse and somitabun function in the BMP pathway of genes to establish ventral positional
information in the zebrafish embryo
B. Schmid, V.H. Nguyen, J. Trout, S.A. Connors, D.S. Wagner and M.C. Mullins
165 B106 A bmp2b pathway of genes in the zebrafish establishes ventral and lateral cell fates of the gastrula, including
the neural crest progenitors
M.C. Mullins, V.H.B. Schmid, S.A. Connors, D.S. Wagner, J. Trout and M. Ekker
166 B107 Induction of secondary body axes by lowering cAMP in the ventral region of Xenopus embryo
M. Kim and J. Han
167 B108 A novel family of retrotransposon-like elements in Xenopus laevis with a ventralization activity
S. Shim, S. Lee and J. Han
168 B109 The roles of the bHLH proteins, ESR-5 and Thylacine 1, in the segmentation of the paraxial mesoderm in
Xenopus embryos
W.-C. Jen, D. Sparrow, T. Mohun and C. Kintner
169 B110 lunatic fringe is an essential mediator of somite segmentation and patterning
Y.A. Evrard and R.L. Johnson
170 B111 Dynamic lunatic fringe expression in the avian segmental plate
A. Aulehla and R.L. Johnson
171 B112 swirl, somitabun, and snailhouse specify ventral and lateral regions, including the neural crest progenitors, of
the zebrafish embryo
V.H. Nguyen and M.C. Mullins
172 B113 The role of neural crest cells in specification of fiber type heterogeneity in developing craniofacial skeletal
muscles
R.S. Marcucio and D.M. Noden
173 B114 Cell lineage establishment fast and slow muscle fiber distribution in developing skeletal muscle in chimeric
embryos
W. Nikovits, Jr., G. Cann and F.E. Stockdale
174 B115 The novel signal peptides pedibin/Hym-346 lower positional value thereby enhancing foot formation in hydra
A. Grens, H. Shimizu, S. Hoffmeister, H. Bode and T. Fujisawa
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Plant Development
175 B116 Tip and diffuse growth in adult Acetabularia acetabulum
M. von Dassow, G. Odell and D.F. Mandoli
176 B117 Diffusible morphogens with ecological significance in mosses
M.L. Christianson
177 B118 Cell ancestry and the development of photosynthesis in leaves
J. Croxdale and K. Omasa
Visual System
178 B119 Expression of the microphthalmia-associated transcription factor, Mitf in the developing mouse eye
M.T. Nguyen and H. Arnheiter
179 B120 A network of genes control retinal cell-fate specification in Drosophila
R. Chen, M. Amoui, Z. Zhang and G. Mardon
180 B121 Rhodopsin expression regulation in the adult Drosophila eye: A paradigm for cell-cell communication
P. Beaufils, D. Papatsenko, A. Tahayato and C. Desplan
181 B122 Role of POU-domain brn-3b gene retinal ganglion cell development
L. Gan, S. Wang and W.H. Klein
182 B123 Characterization of the role of ephrins in visual system development in mammals
D. Feldheim, M. Hanson, P. Vanderhaeghan and J. Flanagan
183 B124 A role for Bcl-2 family members and caspases in nuclear degeneration during chick lens fibre differentiation
M.A. Wride, E. Parker and E.J. Sanders
184 B125 The role of lmx1b in the development of the anterior segment of the eye
C.L. Pressman and R.L. Johnson
185 B126 Nitric oxide and cGMP regulate Drosophila visual development: In vitro and in vivo analysis of guanylate
cyclase mutants
S.M. Gibbs and J.W. Truman
Neural Development
186 B127 Serotonin and early sea urchin embryogenesis: Induction of serotonergic neurons
K. Brown and K. Anitole
187 B128 Identification of allatostatic neuropeptide and immunodetection of allatostatin-producing neurons in Bombxy
mori
C. Park, S. Jeon and B.H. Lee
188 B129 Isoform-specific developmental expression of fasciclin II and its role in the migration of cells of the embryonic
enteric nervous system of Manduca sexta
J. Wright, M. Snyder and P.F. Copenhaver
189 B130 daf-19 regulates the formation of ciliated endings of sensory neurons in C. Elegans
P. Swoboda and J.H. Thomas
190 B131 Molecular genetic analysis of the tapered gene in Drosophila melanogaster
R.D. Bien-Willner and W.W. Doane
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191 B132 Peripheral nerve connections influence the appearance of fmrfamide-like material in the neural sheath of the fly
gaglion
P. Sivasubramanian
192 B133 Regulation of neuronal migration by heterotrimeric G proteins and calcium
P.F. Copenhaver, A.M. Horgan, M. Synder and K. Schwinof
193 B134 The OTX homeodomain promotes cell adhesion in the zebrafish embryo
E.S. Weinberg, G. Bellipanni, T. Murakami and O.G. Doerre
194 B135 A zebrafish deltaA mutation disrupts specification of spinal cord neurons and floorplate
B. Appel, A. Fritz, M. Westerfield, D.J. Grunwald, J.S. Eisen and B. Riley
195 B136 Abstract withdrawn.
196 B137 Mutations affecting the development of catecholaminergic neurons in zebrafish
S. Guo, W. Driever and A. Rosenthal
197 B138 Neural tube in Xenopus laevis
L.A. Davidson, M. Shah, A. Edlund and R.E. Keller
198 B139 The role of XlPOU2 in early neurogenesis
M. Matsuo-Takasaki and S.M. Sato
199 B140 Conversion of ectoderm into neurons by XBF, Xenopus brain factor
F. Mariani and R. Harland
200 B141 Plasticity and determination of the anterior-posterior neural axis in Xenopus
R.W. Jackson and M.S. Saha
201 B142 Cloning and embryonic expression patterns of alpha2-adrenergic and a histamine H1-like receptors in Xenopus
laevis
C.M. Brown and M.S. Saha
202 B143 FGF and its receptor can facilitate the invariant growth cone response to Schwann cell contact
L.C. Foa, K.J. Balazovich and K.W. Tosney
203 B144 An avian model to test neuroectodermal potency, patterning and morphogenesis
D. Darnell and G. Schoenwolf
204 B145 Roles for FGFs during chick neural development
Walshe, H. Shamim, C. Irving, R. Mahmood, G. Grasso and A.I. Mason
205 B146 Expression of hand gene products may be sufficient for the differentiation of neural crest-derived cells into
catecholaminergic neurons in avians
M.J. Howard and P. Cserjesi
206 B147 Misexpression of sonic hedgehog affects pattern formation of the eye and the rostral brain
X. Yang, X. Zhang and E. Lin
207 B148 Proliferation of progenitor cells in the vertebrate CNS is regulated by Sonic hedgehog
D.H. Rowitch, B. St.-Jacques, J. Flax, S.M.K. Lee and A.P. McMahon
208 B149 Sonic hedgehog regulates proliferation of granule cell precursors in the developing cerebellum
R.J. Wechsler-Reya, J. Roosa and M.P. Scott
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209 B150 The homeobox gene Nkx6.1 is required for the development of subsets of motor neurons in the mouse
spinal cord
M. Sander, S. Paydar, M.S. German and J.L.R. Rubenstein
210 B151 The flat-top mutant mouse lacks a telencephalon
K. Hentges and A. Peterson
211 B152 Impaired hippocampal development in Lhx5 deficient mice
Y. Zhao, H.Z. Sheng, A. Grinberg, E.J. Lee, S.P. Huang and H. Westphal
212 B153 Hypoxia-induced apoptosis is required for proper embryonic development
E.Y. Chen, M. Fujinaga and A.J. Giaccia
213 B154 Persistence of neural crest stem cells during the development of the peripheral nervous system
S.J. Morrison, C. Zock and D.J. Anderson
214 B155 Targeted mutation of the Dlx-5 gene causes abnormal development of the olfactory bulb
J.E. Long, M. Depew, J.K. Liu, J.J. Meneses, R.A. Pedersen and J.L.R. Rubenstein
215 B156 Systematic characterization by in situ hybridization of the embryonic expression patterns of murine cDNAs
homologous to Drosophila mutant genes (DRES, Drosophila-related expressed sequence)
A. Bulfone, C. Gattuso, S. Banfi, G. Borsani and A. Ballabio
216 B157 The induction of programmed cell death genes within the model of the rat
T.A. Ladrigan, R.M. Gardener and A. DiBenedetto
217 B158 Overexpression of dHAND in P19 cells activates a cascade of bHLH transcription factors and promotes the
formation and differentiation of sympathetic neurons
Y. Dai and P. Cserjesi
218 B159 Early regional patterning of the embryonic mouse hippocampus
S. Tole and E.A. Grove
219 B160 Expression of Kv1.1, a shaker-like potassium channel, is temporally regulated in embryonic neurons and glia
J.L. Hallows and B.L. Tempel
Medicine and Development
220 B161 A mouse model of in utero hematopoietic stem cell transplantation
T. Wacharaprechanont, M.T. Firpo, J.D. Goldberg and R.A. Pedersen
221 B162 Myoblast-mediated gene delivery of constitutively expressed VEGF results in uncontrolled endothelial cell
hyperplasia and hemangioma formation
M.L. Springer, A.S.-Y. Chen, P.E. Kraft and H.M. Blau
222 B163 Towards development of an in vitro model of human BCC formation
A.E. Oro, H. Fan, P.A. Khavari and M.P. Scott
223 B164 Tout velu, a Drosophila homolog of the putative tumor suppressor gene Ext-1, is required for the diffusion of
Hedgehog
I. The, Y. Bellaiche, N. Perrimon
224 B165 Migration of neural crest cells is blocked in mouse embryos exposed in utero to sodium valproate
S.W. Chen and L.J. Gudas
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2:30 pm–5:30 pm Concurrent Symposia 1–3
Six 20- min talks, each with 5 min for questions, with a 30-min break
Symposium 1: Organogenesis I
2:30 pm Induction of the myocardial lineage in zebrafish
Chair: Didier Stainier
2:55 pm 4 Gap junctions are involved in early determination of left-right
asymmetry
Mark Mercola
3:20 pm 5 Induction of mouse embryonic hematopoietic and vascular
development byvisceral endoderm signals
Margaret Baron
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm Development of the endoderm and pancreas
Doug Melton
4:40 pm Induction and patterning of organogenesis: kidney as a model
system
Seppo Vainio
5:05 pm Targeting olfaction
Peter Mombaerts
Symposium 2: Lines of Communication
2:30 pm 6 Regulation of T cell development by Notch
Chair: Ellen Robey
2:55 pm 7 The role of mammalian Fringe genes in developmental
decisions and their relationship to the Notch pathway
Stuart Johnston
3:20 pm Sending the right signals: Polarity in Arabidopsis pollen tube guidance
Daphne Preuss
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 8 Molecular basis of cell-cell interactions in fertilization of
Xenopus eggs
William Lennarz
4:40 pm Wnt signaling during Drosophila development
Roel Nusse
5:05 pm Identification and characterization of a novel hedgehog-binding
protein
Pao-Tien Chuang
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Symposium 3: Cell Biology of Development
2:30 pm 9 Cell fate-specification in the sea urchin embryo
Chair: William Klein
2:55 pm DNA replication checkpoints, mitotic spindle assembly, and the
midblastula transition
Bill Therkauf
3:20 pm Mechanism of basolateral localization of the C. elegans EGF
receptor
Stuart Kim
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 10 Genetic studies of cell patterning during maize leaf
development
Laurie Smith
4:40 pm Coordinating growth with cell cycle control in the developing
wing of Drosophila
Bruce Edgar
5:05 pm 11 Mechanisms involved in the long range diffusion of Wnt
and Hedgehog morphogens
Norbert Perrimon
6:00 pm–7:00 pm Dinner
7:30 pm Education Workshop
7:30 pm 12 Strategies for survival in academia
Chair: Kathryn Tosney
8:30 pm 13 Making sense of the science: a workshop on effective
scientific communication
Judith Swan
7:30 pm Poster Session I
Continued (posters not necessarily attended by presenters)
Monday, June 22
8:00 am–5:00 pm Registration
7:30 am–8:30 am Breakfast Session: Funding Opportunities in Developmental
Biology
Presentations by representatives from Federal and private
agencies
Moderator: Ida Chow
NSF, NICHD, NCI, NIGMS, NASA and other agencies
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8:30 am–12:00 pm Plenary Session 2: Putting Signals to Good Use
Six 25-min talks, each with 5 min for questions, and a 30-min break
8:30 am 14 The Drosophila EGF receptor (DER) signaling pathway
Chair: Benny Shilo
9:00 am 15 Axis formation in Drosophila limb development
Stephen Cohen
9:30 am TGFb signaling during early vertebrate development
Jeffrey Wrana
10:00 am Break
10:30 am Cell polarity and cell fate in the early C. elegans embryo
Bruce Bowerman
11:00 am Notch signaling
Spyros Artavanis-Tsakonas
11:30 am Functions of Hedgehog signaling
Philip Ingham
12:00 pm–2:30 pm Poster Session I Continued With lunch options and exhibits
Presenting authors of even number boards at posters for the
first 2 hours
2:30 pm–5:30 pm Concurrent Symposia 4–6
Six 20-min talks, each with 5 min for questions, with a 30-min
break
Symposium 4: Tissue Differentiation
2:30 pm How genes in chromatin become responsive to developmental
signals for the liver
Chair: Ken Zaret
2:55 pm 16 Spalten, a protein containing Ga-protein-like and PP2C
domains, and a Ser/Thr kinase comprise a novel signaling
pathway controlling cell-type differentiation in Dictyostelium
Richard Firtel
3:20 pm 17 Specification of cell fates along the sea urchin embryo
animal-vegetal axis
Robert Angerer
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 18 The always early (aly) gene of Drosophila encodes a lin-9
homolog that regulates transcription of meiotic cell cycle and
spermatid differentiation genesduring male gametogenesis
Margaret Fuller
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4:40 pm 19 Making a difference: the asymmetric division of stem cells
in the germline
Haifan Lin
5:05 pm 20 Sex in the 90’s
Bruce Baker
Symposium 5: Building and Rebuilding the Body Plan
Chair: Cliff Tabin
2:30 pm 21 Genetic analysis of the zebrafish gastrula organizer
Liliana Solnica-Krezel
2:55 pm Cell death, cell protection and cell arrest determine floral organ
fate in maize
Steve Dellaporta
3:20 pm 22 Control of vertebrate limb development by BMP
Lee Niswander
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 23 Limb phenotypes of lmx-1b mutations in mice and man
Randy Johnson
4:40 pm 24 Amphibian limb regeneration—Rebuilding a complex
structure
Jeremy Brockes
5:05 pm Genetic analysis of skeletal development
David Kingsley
Symposium 6: Development and Evolution
2:30 pm Transcriptional repression in Drosophila and Ciona
embryos
Chair: Mike Levine
2:55 pm 25 Evolution of head development
Hans Bode
3:20 pm 26 Ways to get ‘ahead’ in evolution: The Amphioxus
model
Nic Williams
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 27 Development and evolution of the chordate body plan:
Genes, molecules and morphology
Billie Swalla
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4:40 pm Analysis of the evolution of arthropod patterning using virus
mediated gene misexpression
Nipam Patel
5:05 pm 28 The formation and evolution of butterfly wing color
patterns
Sean Carroll
6:00 pm–7:00 pm Dinner
8:00 pm–9:00 pm Conklin Award Lecture
Thomas C. Kaufman
9:00 pm Award Reception
Tuesday, June 23
8:00 am–5:00 pm Registration
8:30 am–12:00 pm Plenary Session 3: Neural Development and Patterning
Six 25-min talks, each with 5 min for questions, and a 30-min
break
8:30 am 29 Inductive signaling and the control of neuronal identity in
the vertebrate CNS
Chair: Thomas Jessell
9:00 am 30 cyclops encodes a Nodal-related signal that patterns the
zebrafish brain and ventral neural tube
Marnie Halpern
9:30 am 31 A fly in the brain: Evidence for genetic control of cerebellar
lobulation in the Mouse brain
John Oberdick
10:00 am Break
10:30 am 32 Form from function: Neural activity sculpts connectivity in
visual system development
Carla Shatz
11:00 am Sensory development and function in C. Elegans
Cori Bargmann
11:30 am Molecular biology of pheromone perception in mammals
Catherine Dulac
12:00 pm–2:30 pm Poster Session II
With lunch options and exhibits
Presenting authors of odd number boards at posters for first 2
hours
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Education
225 B1 See 60: How to create a poster that graphically communicates your message
K.W. Tosney
Gametogenesis and Fertilization
226 B2 The zero population growth (zpg) gene is required for mitotic amplification stage of early germ cells in
Drosophila
S. Tazuke, C. Schulz, M. Fogarty, C. Wood, A. Guichet, A. Ephrussi, M. Fuller
227 B3 Sperm components required for fertilization in Caenorhabditis elegans
A. Singson, K. Mercer and S. L’Hernault
228 B4 Antibodies to plant sperm cells
A. Smith, J. Merwin, H. Sharpless and D. Southworth
229 B5 pumilio is required for the asymmetry of germline stem cell division
M. Parisi, F. King and H. Lin
230 B6 Effects of charged and uncharged amino acids on sea urchin sperm-egg interaction
F. Ambroise, R.A. Bada, M. Londono, S. Mozaffarian and S.B. Oppenheimer
231 B7 Molecular cloning and sequence analysis of an amphibian egg jelly glycoprotein
E.J. Carroll, Jr. and T.R. Peavy
Development and Evolution
232 B8 cnox2 expression during embryonic development of the coral Acropora
E.E. Ball, J. Catmull, D.C. Hayward, H. Berghammer, H. Dodd, J. Reece-Hoyes, S. Hann, P.L. Harrison and D.J. Miller
233 B9 HOX, NK2, and paired-like, gene trees in metazoan evolution
D.K. Jacobs, M.N. Dawson and S. Lee
234 B10 The role of a novel EGF-like molecule in metamorphosis in ascidians
R. Eri, J. Arnold, B. Degnan and M. Lavin
235 B11 Inductive interactions during development of the sea urchin adult pentameral body plan
S. Minsuk and R. Raff
236 B12 Identification of an even-skipped homolog in leech
M.H. Song and D.A. Weisblat
237 B13 Genetic analysis of melanin patterning in Drosophila
J.R. True and S.B. Carroll
238 B14 Isolation and characterization of the vertebrate homolog of Drosophila Zfh-1
M.K. Liu, M. Su, G. Lyons, Z. Chen, S. Izumo and R. Bodmer
239 B15 Multiple requirements for Medea, a Drosophila smad4 homologue, during wing development
D.J. Sutherland and L.A. Raftery
240 B16 Homeosis in a butterfly wing
S.D. Weatherbee, G. Halder, R. Galant, J. Selegue, H.F. Nijhout and S. Carroll
241 B17 Large-scale identification of Amphioxus genes from different developmental stages using oligonucleotide
fingerprinting
G.D. Panopoulou, M.D. Clark, H. Gerst, R. Herwig, L.Z. Holland, N.D. Holland and H. Lehrach
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242 B18 Evolutionary tooth loss in the jaw of cypriniform fishes
D.W. Stock and K.M. Weiss
243 B19 Role of the lens vesicle in regressive evolution of eye development in the cavefish
Y. Yamamoto and W.R. Jeffery
244 B20 Functional analysis of Xenopus nodal related proteins (Xnr1 and Xnr2)
A. Cheng, A. Mehra, L. Attisano, J. Wrana and C. Wright
245 B21 Direct-developing frogs: A novel system for studying the development and evolution of the vertebrate limb
T.F. Carl, M.W. Klymkowsky, M.K. Richardson and J. Hanken
246 B22 Altered genomic imprinting in the rodent genus peromyscus
P.B. Vrana and S.M. Tilghman
247 B23 Functional domains of GLI are conserved through different phyla
J.M. Patterson, J.W. Yoon, E. Jan, E.H. Vallavicencio, J.T. Yang, C.Z. Liu, E.B. Goodwin, D.O. Walterhouse
and P.M. Iannaccone
248 B24 Molecular and genetic analysis of the Ubx homologs in beetles and Strepsiptera
R. Bennett, J. Cheatham, C. Vaughan, M. Whiting, S. Brown and R. Denell
249 B25 The decapentaplegic and 60A genes of the red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum, are similar to Drosophila and
vertebrate members of the TGF-b superfamily in sequence, structure, and expression
J. Doctor, B. McKeon, G. Oshop, M. Pincus, M. Pletcher, J. Sanchez-Salazar, T. Teahan and A. Zahorchak
250 B26 Functional evolution of Hox genes
J.K. Grenier and S. Carroll
251 B27 Role of a novel fat-like cadherin in mouse development
B. Cox, K. Hadjantonakis and A. Magee
252 B28 Does vertebrate segmentation utilize pair-rules?
S.L. Amacher and C.B. Kimmel
253 B29 An Otx homolog from an agnathan vertebrate: insights into vertebrate head evolution
J.M. Tomsa and J.A. Langeland
254 B30 Are the chicken and the mouse cochlea homologous organs?
D.K. Wu, H. Morsli, D. Choo and S. Oh
255 B31 Expression of Distal-less in molluscan gills: an evolutionary relationship between limbs and gills?
S.E. Lee and D.K. Jacobs
256 B32 Changing patterns of gene regulation in the evolution of arthropod morphology
L.M. Nagy and C. Nulsen
257 B33 Computer simulation of the segment polarity gene network
G. von Dassow, E. Meir, E. Munro and G. Odell
Body Plan
258 B34 Notch signaling positions germ-layer boundaries in the sea urchin embryo
D.R. Sherwood and D.R. McClay
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259 B35 Caudal gene function in Drosophila adult
E. Moreno and G. Morata
260 B36 Molecular basis of the synergy between bicoid and hunchback, two Drosophila morphogens
V. Schaeffer, C. Loss, C. Desplan and E. Wimmer
261 B37 The role of the homeobox gene Ptx-2 in specification of left-right body axis and heart morphogenesis in mouse
and frog
M. Campione, H. Steinbeisser, L. Lowe, K. Deissler, A. Schweickert, C. Langghut, M. Kuehn and M. Blum
262 B38 Failure of reading a developmental clock results in randomized segmentation in lunatic fringe mutant mice
N. Zhang and T. Gridley
263 B39 Essential role for Cripto, a member of the EGF-CFC gene family, in murine gastrulation and axial patterning
J. Ding, Y. Yan, L. Yang, H. Wang, A. Chen, A. Wynshaw-Boris and M.M. Shen
Organogenesis
265 B41 Role of BMP4 in patterning the developing chick inner ear
D.J. Lewis, J. Germiller, M. Hutson, L. Gerlach and K.F. Barald
266 B42 Trapping genes involved in inner ear development
W. Yang, T. Musci, C. Li and S. Mansour
267 B43 Msx1 mediates the induction of Patched by Sonic hedgehog in the mammalian tooth germ
Y.D. Zhang, X. Zhao, Y.P. Hu, T. St. Amand, M. Zhang, M. Ramamurthy, M.S. Qiu, R. Maas and Y.P. Chen
268 B44 Branchless, a Drosophila fibroblast growth factor, regulates tracheal terminal branch outgrowth
J. Jarecki and M. Krasnow
269 B45 Oxygen regulation of tracheal branching is mediated by the branchless fibroblast growth factor
E. Johnson and M. Krasnow
270 B46 Cell autonomous and non-autonomous regulation of organ-specific gene expression in the C. elegans pharynx
J. Thatcher, D. Moons, C. Haun, J. Kalb, J. McGhee and P. Okkema
271 B47 Epithelium-specific adenoviral transfer of a dominant-negative mutant TGF-b type II receptor stimulates
embryonic lung branching morphogenesis in culture and potentiates EGF and PDGF-AA
J. Zhao, P.J. Sime, P. Bringas, Jr., J. Gauldie and D. Warburton
272 B48 Intracellular components of TGF-b and BMP-4 signaling
A.D. Bragg, R. Serra and H.L. Moses
273 B49 cIRX4 regulates chamber-specific gene expression in the developing heart
Z. Bao and C.L. Cepko
274 B50 Restriction of the heart field
M.S. Rones, M.J. Raffin and M. Mercola
275 B51 Elimination of myocardial differentiation by expression of dominant inhibitory forms of the tinman-related
genes, XNkx2-3 and XNkx2-5
M.W. Grow and P.A. Krieg
276 B52 Patterning during organogenesis: molecular and genetic analysis of cardiac chamber formation
D. Yelon, J. Alexander and D.Y.R. Stainier
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277 B53 A screen for new genes involved in heart development
E.E.M. Furlong, G. Beitel and M.P. Scott
278 B54 Extracellular matrix remodeling during intestine regeneration in Holothuria glaberrima
J.L. Quinones-Rivera and J.E.Garcia-Arraras
279 B55 Gene expression during intestinal regeneration in the sea cucumber Holothuria glaberrima
P. Santiago, A.T. Mendez, J.L. Roig-Lopez, L. Nieves-Arriba, C. Santiago and J.E. Garcia-Arraras
280 B56 Trefoil peptides are early markers of epithelial cell differentiation in the developing rat gastrointestinal tract
M. Familari, G.A. Cook and A.S. Giraud
281 B57 Biliary atresia: Is it a result of an imbalance in cell death and proliferation?
V. Vijayan and C.E.L. Tan
282 B58 BMP-9 and BMP-10 two novel factors involved in heart and liver organogenesis
H. Neuhaus, V. Rosen and S. Thies
283 B59 Overexpression of noggin reveals multiple roles for BMPs during chick limb development
S. Pizette and L. Niswander
284 B60 Paired-related homeobox genes cooperate in limb development
J.F. Martin, M. Lu, A.R. Lacy, M.J. Kern, E.A. Argao, S. Steven Potter and E.N. Olson
285 B61 The mouse Jagged2 gene is required for craniofacial, limb and thymic development
Y. Lan, R. Jiang, H. Chapman, C. Norton, D. Serreze and T. Gridley
286 B62 Genetic analysis of zebrafish craniofacial development
C. Miller, A. Amores, B. Ullmann, J. Postlethwait and C. Kimmel
287 B63 The spf-1 locus is required for an epithelial-mesenchymal-like transition during C. elegans gonadogenesis
J.A. Miskowski, R.E. Ellis and J. Kimble
288 B64 The tail of the mouse sex determining factor, Sry, is a protein interactive domain
J. Zhang, P. Coward, M. Xian and Y. Chris Lau
289 B65 Cell division in the mouse gonad
J. Schmahl and B. Capel
290 B66 The role of cell migration in the developing mouse gonad
C. Tilmann and B. Capel
291 B67 Vascular patterning in the developing mouse gonad
J. Brennan and B. Capel
293 B69 Deletion of gelatinase B results in compromised embryo implantation
J.L. Rinkenberger, M. Flannery and Z. Werb
294 B70 Effects of exogenous estrogen on early Xenopus development
M. Valenzuela and C.A. Forristall
Tissue Differentiation
296 B72 Induction of tissue fates by Drosophila bHLH-PAS proteins
E. Zelzer and B. Shilo
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297 B73 Stem cells in turbellarian development, growth, and regeneration
L. Peter, R. Dietmar, R. Doris and R. Reinhard
298 B74 Mouse embryos deficient for the bHLH protein scleraxis fail to gastrulate
D. Brown, D. Wagner, J. Richardson and E.N. Olson
299 B75 Molecular and genetic analysis of endoderm formation in the zebrafish
J. Alexander, M. Rothenberg and D.Y.R. Stainier
300 B76 Molecular analysis of in vitro embryonic liver explant cultures
S.P.S. Monga, T. Cai, A. Rashid, B. Mishra and L. Mishra
301 B77 A model for the coordination of chondrocyte differentiation by TGF-b, IHH, and PTHrP
R. Serra and H.L. Moses
302 B78 Blocking endogenous fibroblast growth factor-2 protein in chick skulls prevents normal bone differentiation in a
dose-dependent manner
R. Moore and P. Thorogood
303 B79 Specification of cardiac myogenesis by bone morphogenetic proteins
T.M. Schultheiss
304 B80 Dopamine and chicken embryo heart development
D. Kirk, S. Kennison and K. Brown
305 B81 Xkoza, a bagpipe-related homeobox gene in Xenopus, may be involved in the specification of skeletal muscle
fiber type
C.S. Newman and P.A. Kreig
306 B82 A knock-in approach to examine functional overlap between MRF4 and myogenin
V.M. Sumariwalla, J.L. Vivian and W.H. Klein
Intercellular Communication
307 B83 Two new receptor protein-tyrosine kinases with potenitial roles in developmental processes in Hydra
vulgaris
N.A. Stover and R.E. Steele
308 B84 A novel blastocyst-specific gene
C.P. Landel and D.L. Stabley
309 B85 The differentiation of ciliated cells in the ectoderm of Xenopus embryos is regulated by lateral inhibition
G. Deblandre, N. Koyano and C. Kintner
310 B86 Expression pattern of Frzb-1 in early chick development
E. Berdougo, J. Sandler and L.W. Burns
311 B87 Cell-restricted effects of structural mutations in steel growth factor of mice
M.A. Bedell, R. Sripriya, W.S. Davis, H.K. Jimenez and L.B. Russell
Cell Biology of Development
312 B88 Environmental control of the cell cycle in developing Drosophila larvae
J.S. Britton and B.A. Edgar
313 B89 Dacapo and regulation of cell cycle exit during development
J.C. de Nooij and I.K. Hariharan
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314 B90 Transcriptional regulation of the cell cycle during embryogenesis
L. Jones, B. Patterson, H. Richardson and R. Saint
315 B91 Expression and activity of NF-kB during mammary gland proliferation, differentiation, and involution
D.M. Brantley, F.E. Yull, D. Hicks and L.D. Kerr
316 B92 Role of p53 in apoptosis during perigastrulation mouse development
B. Heyer, O. Behrendtsen, A. MacAuley, and Zena Werb
317 B93 The role of retinoic acid and bone morphogenetic proteins in inducing apoptosis
M.B. Rogers, M.A. Glozak, S.M. Smith and D. Hinton
318 B94 Retinoic acid is required for the cell death that occurs during mouse limb and palate development
R. Cuervo, E. Salas-Vidal and L. Covarrubias
319 B95 Patterns of cell death during mouse limb development
E. Salas-Vidal and L. Covarrubias
320 B96 Regulation of proliferation of avian trigeminal ganglia precursor cells by guanosine 3,5-cyclic monophosphate-
dependent protein kinase I
B.L. Firestein and D.S. Bredt
321 B97 The conjusome, a novel organelle in the ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila
C. Janetopoulos and K.J. Aufderheide
322 B98 Microtubules, microfilaments and possibly intermediate filaments participate in cytoplasmic reorganization in
preimplantation hamster embryos
J. Squirrell, P. Sutovsky and B. Bavister
323 B99 Analysis of subsidiary development in discordia
K. Gallagher and L. Smith
324 B100 Sea urchin cytokinesis requires intact microtubules after anaphase
K. Larkin and M. Danilchik
325 B101 Regulating membrane dynamics in dividing cells
S. Conner and G. Wessel
326 B102 From centrioles to gamma-tubulin-positive intermediates to MTOC during growth and maturation of the
mouse oocyte
P.G. Calarco
327 B103 Functional analyses of the EXTt2 multiple exostoses gene
D. Stickens, D. Brown and G. Evans
328 B104 Role of a new RHO family members in cell migration and axon guidance C. Elegans
R. Kindt, I. Zipkin and C. Kenyon
329 B105 Cellular and molecular basis of Xenopus embryo ventralization by SPARC
M. Huynh and M. Ringuette
330 B106 Developmental role of PDGF-A in neural crest-derived connective tissues
J.R. Robbins, P.G. McGuire and S.L. Rogers
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331 B107 Neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) expression is not required for myoblast fusion
C.A. Charlton, W.A. Mohler and H.M. Blau
332 B108 Mechanisms of muscle patterning and myoblast differentiation in Drosophila melanogaster
A. Paululat, A. Holz, C. Damm, S. Breuer, N. Grzeschik and R. Renkawitz-Pohl
333 B109 The role of nonsarcomeric myosin in Drosophila myogenesis
J.W. Bloor and D.P. Kiehart
334 B110 Requirement of Cripto-1 for cardiomyocyte differentiation in embryonic stem cells
C. Xu, G. Liguori, M.G. Persico and E.D. Adamson
335 B111 Identification of genes controlling neural development by gene trap mutagenesis
J.D. Hildebrand and P. Soriano
336 B112 Molecular characterization of the hsp60 gene homologue from Drosophila melanogaster
L. Perezgasga , E. Reynaud , L. Segovia and M. Zurita
337 B113 The function and subcellular localization of Costal2, a novel kinesin-related protein that interacts with
members of the hedgehog signal transduction pathway
K.S. Ho and M.P. Scott
338 B114 Molecular characterization of Drosophila and human check point kinase 1 (chk1) gene
H. Li, H-j. Ring, U. Francke and B. Baker
339 B115 Homocysteine inhibition of PAX-3 and patched gene expression
G. Witt, T.H. Rosenquist and P.F. Gadson
340 B116 Regulation of the expression of a nanos homolog in leech
D. Kang, M. Pilon and D.A. Weisblat
341 B117 The Drosophila toll-like receptor 18-wheeler in embryonic development and the immune response
S.K. Syed, M.J. Williams, E.C. Baechler and E.D. Eldon
Signaling Pathways
342 B118 Control of embryonic compaction of the 8 cell mouse embryo
C.M. Pauken and D.G. Capco
343 B119 Genetic analysis of the role of gli genes during embryogenesis in double mutant mice
H. Park, K. Platt, M. Matise, A. Joyner
344 B120 The regulation of a7 integrin in myoblasts
W.E. Blanco and H.M. Blau
345 B121 Mice lacking paraxis and Myf-5 display severe defects in skeletal muscle and axial skeleton
J.A. Rawls, S. Parsons and N.J. Wilson-Rawls
346 B122 Relationship between sonic hedgehog (Shh) and bone morphogenetic protein 2 (Bmp-2) in patterning the chick
limb
G. Drossopoulou, A.P. McMahon and C. Tickle
347 B123 Dorso-ventral patterning of vertebrate limb and specification of tendons
D. D’Souza, K. Patel, M. Ensini, B. Parr and C. Tickle
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348 B124 FGFs regulate Msx-1 transcription through Rel/NF-kB
P.B. Bushdid, C-L. Chen, M. Byrom, R. Raghow and L.D. Kerr
349 B125 Sonic hedgehog promotes the differentiation and expansion of slow and fast muscle populations in avian
somites
G. Cann, J. Lee and F.E. Stockdale
350 B126 Pro domains and proprotein convertases regulating bone morphogenetic proteins
D.B. Constam and E.J. Robertson
351 B127 The biochemical basis of an all-or-none cell fate switch in Xenopus oocytes
J.E. Ferrell, Jr. and E. M. Machleder
352 B128 Regulation of ribosomal S6 kinase-p90rsk-, gsk-3 and b-catenin in early Xenopus development
M.A. Torres, H. Eldar-Finkleman, E.G. Krebs and R.T. Moon
353 B129 GBP, a novel GSK-3 binding protein involved in dorsal-ventral axis determination in Xenopus
C. Yost, G.H. Farr III, S.B. Pierce, D.M. Ferkey, M. Chen and D. Kimelman
354 B130 Signal transduction by a frizzled homologue during anteroposterior patterning of ectoderm in Xenopus embryos
S.Y. Sokol, K. Itoh and M. Lisovsky
355 B131 Functional and biochemical interactions of Wnts with FrzA, a secreted Wnt antagonist
Q. Xu, P.A. D’Amore and S.Y. Sokol
356 B132 Surf1, an E3 ubiquitin ligase family member, antagonizes BMP signaling in Xenopus embryos through
interaction with Smad1
H. Zhu and G.H. Thomsen
357 B133 Inhibitory Smads as intracellular antagonists of BMP signaling during Xenopus embryogenesis
T. Nakayama, H. Gardner, L. Berg and J.L. Christian
358 B134 An essential role for smad2 signalling pathways in head formation
P.A. Hoodless, T. Tsukazaki, S. Nishimatsu, L. Attisano, J.L. Wrana and G.H. Thomsen
359 B135 Smad7 inhibits mesoderm formation and promotes neural cell fate in Xenopus embryos
A. Bhushan and W. Vale
360 B136 The role of MAP kinase in neural specification in Xenopus
A. Uzgare , J. Akif Uzman , H.M. El-Hodiri and A.K. Sater
361 B137 Characterization of a catalytically inactive RTK in Hydra
M. Miller and R. Steele
362 B138 Following the activation of receptor tyrosine kinase pathways in situ during development
L. Gabay, R. Seger and B. Shilo
363 B139 Activating Rho, a GTPase, juvenilizes the pyralid moth, Plodia interpunctella (Lepidoptera: pyralidae)
S.D. Dyby and D.L. Silhacek
364 B140 A signaling pathway required for the cell shape changes in Drosophila gastrulation is mediated by the Rho1
GTPase and a putative RhoGEF
K. Barrett, M. Leptin, J. Settleman
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365 B141 Coordinated interactions among Sina, Phyllopod and Tramtrack promote the proteolysis of Tramtrack
S. Li and R.W. Carthew
366 B142 Molecular characterization of trimmed, a novel gene required for cell migration during tracheal branching and
dorsal closure of the epidermis
K. Shim, K. Guillemin and M.A. Krasnow
367 B143 Genetic dissection of POU-domain function: characterization of MAD as a second site modifier of ventral
veinless/Drifter function
K. Certel and W. Johnson
368 B144 The Drosophila naked gene (nkd) encodes a novel Wg-induced EF-hand protein which acts in the Wg
receiving cells to inhibit Wg signaling
J. Mack, K. Wharton, W. Zeng, K. Wang and M.P. Scott
369 B145 Mutational dissection of the Drosophila ecdysone receptor (EcR) gene: EcRis required maternally for normal
oogenesis and EcR-B isoforms are required for neuronal remodeling during metamorphosis
M. Bender, G.E. Carney, A.A. Wade, T. Li, J.W. Truman and M. Schubiger
370 B146 TGF-b/BMP superfamily members, Gbb-60A and Dpp, signal in a synergistic manner to pattern the
Drosophila wing
O. J-w. Yoon, S. and K.A. Wharton
371 B147 TGF-b and IGF-II pathways in embryonic salivary glands
T. Jaskoll and M. Melnick
372 B148 The ciD mutation and its implications for the mechanism of Ci activation
T. Von Ohlen and J. Hooper
373 B149 The nuclear receptor SEX-1 is a component of the X-chromosome-counting mechanism that determines
nematode sex
I. Carmi and B. Meyer
374 B150 Genetic screens to identify the nuclear targets of LET-23 signaling pathway in vulval morphogenesis
B.P. Gupta and P.W. Sternberg
375 B151 Regulation of DAF receptor kinases controlling C. elegans Dauer larva development
C.V. Gunther and D.L. Riddle
376 B152 A death effector domain-containing protein that mediates differential effects on Fas- and TNF-a-induced
apoptosis
A. Estelles and H.M. Blau
Morphogenesis and Movement
377 B153 Morphogenesis in Acetabularia: Blue light & calcium are required but the nucleus is not
R. Kratz, M. von Dassow and D. Mandoli
378 B154 Macromolecular delivery into the blastocoel without microinjection: a putative role for D-mannose and N-
acetyl-D-glucosamine-containing receptors in sea urchin morphogenesis
V. Latham, M. Tully, R.A. Bada and S.B. Oppenheimer
379 B155 Molecular and biological characterization of a putative laminin receptor involved in sea urchin gastrulation
B.D. Crawford and B.P. Brandhorst
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380 B156 Mechanical and geometric determinants of morphogenetic pattern in the ascidian notochord
E.M. Munro and G. Odell
381 B157 Cell specific expression of HSP90 and induction of metamorphosis in ascidian larvae
C.D. Bishop, W.R. Bates and B.P. Brandhorst
382 B158 The role of Drosophila Fos during dorsal closure and imaginal disc development
J. Zeitlinger, D.B. Jackson, L. Kockel, F.A. Peverali, M. Mlodzik and D. Bohmann
383 B159 Raw: A novel gene product which functions in Drosophila morphogenesis
C. Lynne Byars and A. Letsou
384 B160 A new formin-homology domain protein required for Drosophila tracheal tube morphogenesis
G.J. Beitel and M.A. Krasnow
385 B161 Expression of a dominant negative Xenopus fibrillin construct in developing mesoderm perturbs convergent
extension at gastrulation
P. Skoglund and R. Keller
386 B162 Misexpression of p120cas catenin perturbs gastrulation but does not elicit Wnt-directed axis specification
A.F. Paulson, X. Fang, H. Ji, A.B. Reynolds and P.D. McCrea
387 B163 Paraxial protocadherin is a downsteam target of spadetail involed in morphogenesis of the mesodermal mantle
A. Yamamoto, S.L. Amacher, S. Kim, T. Bouwmeester, E. Agius, D. Geissert, C.B. Kimmel and E.M. De Robertis
388 B164 PDGF: Signaling pathways involved in cellular migration and cell death
K.A. McLaughlin, K. Symes and M. Mercola
389 B165 Defects in gastrulation and mesoderm migration in mice lacking the Sna gene
R. Jiang, Y. Lan, C. Norton and T. Gridley
390 B166 Roles of BMP signaling in peri-implantation mouse development
E. Coucouvanis and G.R. Martin
391 B167 The role of stem cell factor in mouse melanocyte precursor migration
M. Meller, B. Wehrle-Haller and J.W. Weston
392 B168 vab-8 is a key regulator of anteroposterior migrations in C. Elegans
F.W. Wolf, B. Wightman and G. Garriga
393 B169 Molecular mechanisms of sex myoblast migration in C. Elegans
C.S. Branda and M.J. Stern
394 B170 Topographical features act as strong guidance cues for myoblast alignment and formation of oriented myotubes
in vitro
D.J.R. Evans and S. Oldfield
395 B171 The avian body plan is fully reconstituted in lateral blastoderm isolates
S. Yuan and G.C. Schoenwolf.
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2:30 pm–5:30 pm Concurrent Symposia 7–9
Six 20-min talks, each with 5 min for questions, with a 30-min
break
Symposium 7: Coordinate Regulation of Gene Expression
2:30 pm 33 Chromosome segregation and X chromosome dosage
compensation in C. Elegans
Chair: Barbara Meyer
2:55 pm 34 The role of centrosomin in the centrosome and oocyte
MTOC in Drosophila
Tom Kaufman
3:20 pm Chromatin remodeling factors and control of cell fate
John Tamkun
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 35 Maintenance of homeotic gene repression
Renato Paro
4:40 pm Segregating the germ line in C. Elegans
Susan Strome
5:05 pm To be added
Symposium 8: Seeing is Believing
2:30 pm Regulation of retinal cell differentiation
Chair: Connie Cepko
2:55 pm EPH ligands and receptors as mediators of axon guidance
John Flanagan
3:20 pm 36 Expression of Pax6 in Amphioxus: All eyes are not created
equal
Linda Holland
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 37 Long-range signaling in the developing Drosophila eye
Andrew Tomlinson
4:40 pm 38 Cyclops encodes the Nodal-related peptide growth factor,
Ndr2
Michael Rebagliati
5:05 pm Genetic mechanism of lens differentiation
Hisato Kondoh
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Symposium 9: Medicine and Development
2:30 pm Neuroendocrine control of C. elegans development and
metabolism
Chair: Gary Ruvkun
2:55 pm 39 Regulation of EGF receptor dimerization monitored in live
cells
Helen Blau
3:20 pm Developmental biology of glaucoma
Simon John
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 40 Regulation of cell growth by patched tumor suppressor gene
Matthew Scott
4:40 pm 41 Fates of endothelin-B receptor (Ednbr) expressing cells in
mouse neural crest development
Myung Shin
5:05 pm Cell adhesion, signal transduction and cancer: the Armadillo
connection
Mark Peifer
6:00 pm–7:00 pm Dinner
7:30 pm Concurrent Special Interest Sessions 1-2
Special Interest Session 1: Imaging and Computer in
Developmental Biology Research
Chair: Steven Klein
7:30 pm 42 A new computer-assisted system for reconstructing and
motion analyzing indynamic 3D the surface, nucleus and
pseudopods of living, crawling cells
David Soll
8:00 pm 43 MicroMagnetic resonance imaging in developmental
biologyRussel Jacobs
8:30 pm 44 Doppler echocardiography (Echo) of abnormal embryonic
mouse heart function
Kersti Linask
9:00 pm 45 3-D reconstruction of developing human heart
Kent Thornburg
9:30 pm 46 Gene expression information resource for mouse
development: Current status and future goals
Martin Ringwald
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Special Interest Session 2: Human Cloning: Scientific, Legal
and Ethical Concerns
Chair: Peter Okkema
7:30 pm David Cox
8:05 pm Lori Andrews
8:40 pm Procreative liberty and human cloning
John Robertson
9:15 pm 47 Human cloning: Science raises the ante on ethics
Kevin FitzGerald
7:30 pm Poster Session II
Continued (posters not necessarily attended by presenters)
Wednesday, June 24
8:00 am–5:00 pm Registration
8:30 am–12:00 pm Plenary Session 4: Cell Guidance Systems
Six 25-min talks, each with 5 min for questions, and a 30-min
break
8:30 am Epithelial-mesenchymal networking in lung branching
morphogenesis
Chair: Brigid Hogan
9:00 am The function of ADAMs and the mechanism of sperm-egg
fusion in fertilization
Paul Primakoff
9:30 am Making a complex organ: How an FGF patterns branching of
the Drosophila airways
Mark Krasnow
10:00 am Break
10:30 am 48 Characterization of vertebrate homologs of Drosophila
sprouty
Candace Chi
11:00 am Sensory signaling in Caenorhabditis elegans
Joshua Kaplan
11:30 am 49 DM-GRASP is necessary for non-radial cell migration
molecules in the normal diencephalon morphogenesis
Jeffrey Golden
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12:00 pm–2:30 pm Poster Session II
Continued
With lunch options and exhibits
Presenting authors of even number boards at posters for first 2
hours
2:30 pm–5:30 pm Concurrent Symposia 10–12
Six 20-min talks, each with 5 min for questions, with a 30-min
break
Symposium 10: Morphogenesis and Movement
2:30 pm Wiring up the brain: A genetic perspective
Chair: Gorey Goodman
2:55 pm Patterning the neural crest cell lineage
Mark Selleck
3:20 pm 50 Axon guidance by netrins and their receptors
Marc Tessier-Lavigne
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 51 Germ cell development and migration in Drosophila
Ruth Lehmann
4:40 pm 52 Periodic pattern formation in feather morphogenesis
Cheng Ming Chuong
5:05 pm To be added
Symposium 11: Homeobox Functions and Evolution
2:30 pm Patterning the vertebrate hindbrain
Chair: Robb Krumlauf
2:55 pm Vulval development—Lessons from evolution
Paul Sternberg
3:20 pm Understanding the Arabidopsis shoot apical meristem
Kathy Barton
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 53 The Hox gene cluster and its extended family: insights from
amphioxus
Nina Brooke
4:40 pm Neuronal cell migration in C. elegans: Regulation of Hox gene
expression andcell position
Cynthia Kenyon
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5:05 pm 54 Hox gene expression and its relation to the cluster
organization
Suzanne Bradshaw
Symposium 12: Organogenesis II
2:30 pm 55 Turning over a new leaf: genetic and temporal regulation of
leaf identity in plants
Chair: Scott Poethig
2:55 pm 56 Cis and trans control of imprinting at the maize r locus
during seed development
Mary Alleman
3:20 pm 57 Role of adhesion molecules in regulating keratinocyte
differentiation
Fiona Watt
3:45 pm Break
4:15 pm 58 A molecular clock underlying vertebrate segmentation
Olivier Pourquie’
4:40 pm 59 Organogenesis in Drosophila: Regulation and formation of
the larval salivary gland
Deborah Andrew
5:05 pm Hematopoetic stem cell induction: new genes and pathways
Leonard Zon
7:00 pm Closing reception, banquet and awards ceremony
Thursday, June 25
Departure
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